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A Bike Ride to Hurstbridge (3rd July 2022)
The idea was to investigate the new bike trail extension from Diamond Creek to Hurstbridge.
But where to start? Beasley’s Nursery sounds good. But on
careful viewing a bit far for some Covid retired legs at probably
35 – 40 km. So, the Westerfolds Park. Good, it is less distance.
But Nillumbik Council recently removed a vital bridge and
offered 1 km of steep uphill each way as a detour. Not so good.
So, a different route starting at Research just outside the hamlet
of Eltham.

1891

After a short peddle along the Main Rd footpath we turned onto
the Aqueduct Trail which (surprisingly) follows an old aqueduct
built in the 1880’s to take water from Maroondah Reservoir to
Preston. That is really surprising! It is gently downhill (‘cos
water flows downhill) for about 4 km with old pine trees and the
views up the Diamond Creek Valley. A bit like “bike and barge”
without the barge and without the water!

The Aqueduct Trail today. Aqueduct
on the right – no water, no barges,
and, in this section, no pine trees.

Then a VERY steep descent down to the Diamond Creek followed by an easy amble** along the flats for a
couple of kms to Diamond Creek township.
I should pause here to say it was cold at 9.30 (maybe 8 degrees) BUT the sun was out and stayed that way
until lunch at least. Very pleasant riding.
Morning tea was at Diamond Creek with VolcanicTM coffee and hot chocolate plus collapsible custard tarts and
lots of laughter.
Then onwards into the wild towards Hurstbridge for another 6 km of beautiful new concrete bike path gently
rolling** along the scenic creek valley. Please ignore that one horrible bit of new housing development.
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Hurstbridge was quiet (ghost town) but provided a sunny spot and nice-looking meat pies for lunch. More
laughter ensued before the sun became intermittent and we headed back along the creek towards Research
and then home. And I won’t mention pushing bikes 300 m up a real hill! .
A pleasant 33 km ride in the sun (mostly) with 6 smiling faces at the end.
It was great to explore a bit more of our extensive bike trail network.
John T.
** Un-named riders did identify a couple of “so-called” hills, small bumps really, along the way that were not mentioned in the advertising.

Gillian

John

Richard

Ray

Maja
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HASTINGS COASTAL WALK (WARRINGINE BUSHLAND RESERVE/FRED
SMITH RESERVE) – 10/07/22
I could not believe it!!! 18 people participated in today’s walk, which is almost half of our paid-up
members. It was a glorious Winter’s Day and it seemed everyone was keen to get out and about.
We walked through the Hastings Foreshore Reserve, The Fred Smith Reserve and Pelican Park, past
the Hastings Yacht Club, then towards Skinner Street.

We then took the path near the Helicopter Pad and followed this until
we arrived at the gate that leads into Warringine Park.
The marine environment with lots of mangroves and birdlife (apparently there is heaps, we just couldn’t spot them)
made it very
pleasant. I
could hear lots
of chatter, may
be that was due
to many
members not
having seen
each other for
some time.

Morning tea was had at the halfway mark on the viewing
platform overlooking Westernport Bay. The views were
fantastic as we had such a clear day, my ‘prayers’ for good weather had paid off!!
We continued until we reached Jack’s Beach and checked out The Ta John Alexander Jack had purchased land at what is
now called Jacks Beach in 1908. He and his wife moved there from Seymour. They had 14 (!) children including twins
Leslie (Blinker) and Hector (Biddy), who became well known fishermen in Western Port Bay.

The Tanning Pit was used to soak
their nets, rope, twine, and chord
fishing lines to preserve them.
Wattle bark was boiled before the
nets were placed in the boiled
mixture.
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We also found HMAS OTAMA in the distance (Crib Point), a 90-meter submarine of the Royal Australian Navy and had
been in use for 25 years until it was decommissioned in 2000. It is waiting to be preserved.

Even though it was somewhat early (11.40am), it was decided to have our lunch at Jacks Beach as there were toilets and
picnic benches with seating for everyone. More ‘cackle’ and sharing across the tables before packing up to resume our
way back to where we started.
The general feel was not to drive to Gordon Rolfe Bushland Reserve
for another walk, as we had completed 12kms already. So we ended
up at Café Nora in Victoria Street.
Lovely food, good coffee and hot chocolate and prompt service with a
smile. A wonderful way to finish a pleasant day in great company.
Thanks to everyone for coming along!

Anna
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Maroondah Dam Walk & lunch at The Innocent Bystander
(24/07/22)
Initially I had 8 people on my list to attend this event, however by Sunday morning (24/07) the number had
dropped to just 3 for various reasons. Such as Covid, flu, RSV and lost car keys. Ron, Gerry and I made the best
of it and walked around the Maroondah Reservoir Park.

The parts that were accessible were lovely and
enjoyable in the Winter sunshine. Unfortunately,
we could not walk across the wall as it was
barricaded off for maintenance
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The many kangaroos welcomed us, they were
very tame and posed as we photographed
them.

We had an extended morning tea with freshly baked orange
cake by Ron and some good Ozzie lamingtons, coffee, tea and
hot chocolate. The three of us discussed many topics and
shared life’s experiences and challenges

We made our way to The Innocent Bystander. We were looking for a winery with vineyards as per the details
on their website. As it turned out their vines are in vineyards throughout Victoria and the wines are produced
there, then shipped to The Innocent Bystander where patrons are welcomed to taste the wines after having
had lunch.
We had a scrumptious paella lunch and a glass of wine, then headed off to the
tasting room. Tried five of the wines (had to drive home of course!) and chose a
few bottles to buy, which we shared.

Overall, still a nice day, it beats sitting on the couch watching the television.
Thanks to Gerry and Ron for their company.
Anna
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Mullum Mullum Trail – 31st July, 2022
Whilst most Members were enjoying the snowfields of Hotham, five of us and a Visitor decided we’d hit one
of the popular walking/cycling tracks in the Eastern Suburbs praying that the weather would hold out for us.

We were to meet at the Park Orchards end of the Trail, and luckily for me, there were exactly six car spaces in
the car park to accommodate our vehicles. The day continued to unfold nicely for us. We chatted with our
Visitor, ambling along the tree lined, bitumen track which cyclists
revel in during the week. We admired the enormous houses,
beautiful backyards, and swollen Mullum Mullum Creek as we
laughed at some of the ambiguous Council signs.

WHERE TO POOP – that’s the question?
(maybe, bring a bag – then OK anywhere!)
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After walking approximately 7kms we arrived at the
famous Beasley’s Nursery & Tea House, and some
of us rewarded ourselves with the famous Beasley
Breakfast Burger which subsequently serviced our
lunch needs too. Heading back to our cars along
the same route, we arrived dry despite the BOM’s
earlier ominous weather predictions and felt that
we needn’t feel too bad about the amount of
morning tea/breakfast/lunch we’d had because we
must have worked all those calories off, surely. 😉😉

Q: Name the bird:
a)
b)
c)

Lost penguin, grow a tail in desperation
Meditating maggie, about to swoop
Pied Piper’s cormorant, perched

AND FLUSH…. @ Beasley’s??!
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14th August 2022 - WERRIBEE RIVER and beyond bike ride

Having not done this ride for at least 10 years it was always going to be a question of “where are we now and

which way do we go”? But with a little help from our friends and a good map we did it.

A cool, overcast, and windy day saw five riders arrive at the train station in Werribee. The morning was
already getting on, so we wasted no time in setting off up the Werribee River. We travelled in a northerly
direction along this quite pleasant river lined on either side with gums and other native vegetation.
The linear park was green, and the river had a good
flow going. Water was flowing over the weir at the
Southern Water Diversion weir making a nice dam
for the birdlife in that area. We continued until the
river swung suddenly to the west so we stuck to our
northerly course to connect with the back streets of
Tarneit and Wyndham which would take us across
to the linear parkland of Skeleton Creek. We wound
our way through countless suburban streets, past
new shopping centres which service the residents of
these equally new suburbs. A late but welcome
morning tea stop was had at the Tarneit Village
shopping mall before continuing to connect at last
with the upper end of Skeleton Creek.
This was the point we turned south along the excellent newly laid paths in this parkland. Lunchtime arrived
and we found a picnic shelter and table overlooking the creek. It was a touch windy and cool, so we did not
dally over our sandwiches and hot drinks from our thermoses.

Shortly after lunch we crossed under
the beautiful and historic brick
arches of the Sewerage aqueduct.
They don’t build bridges like that
anymore.
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On arriving at the old Geelong Road, we turned west into a cold and roaring headwind which we battled for a
few kilometres until we reach Hoppers Crossing. From there we found our way to the Werribee drain reserve
which opens into the Heathdale - Glen Orden Wetlands. We battled the headwind across the parkland and
took to the back streets of Werribee again continuing west to soon arrive at the Werribee River at the
Southern Water Diversion weir which we had passed that morning.
Our loop had been completed and all we had to do then was ride the few kilometres down the river to the
train station. It was a rather challenging ride mainly because of the cold wind which as usual on a bike ride is
seldom on your back – or so us riders always say.
It was a good ride though – not long – about 35 kilometres in length but our legs were telling us that we had
done a decent ride.
Ian and Shirley
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French Island Walk - 21st August, 2022
“…Nick said - I can see the tower, we can just follow the GPS through this long grass. Tiz said. I am the LEADER and we
have seen 4 snakes already. We are NOT walking though that long grass !!!!!!’ Its random comments like this that
encourage one to plan an interesting trip. . ..
Hence the idea to walk on French Island in the winter when it is cool (euphemism for cold and wet ) and there are no
snakes ( well none walking around anyway ) ! .
The first attempt was too cool- much too cool! After some initial early interest in this second attempt there was a rush
as the weather looked better and in the end we had 13 people on the day.
We woke to a cold but clear winter’s morning.
On the 15-minute ferry ride from Stony Point and we all sheltered in the lee of the cabin to avoid the chill of the wind.
Then along the pier and onto the (only) main road on the island.
After about a kilometre the sun had warmed us up and cool became nice or maybe even hot.
Then East long the main road for about 3km to the famous and quaint General Store for quick morning tea. Not a
Bonjour or a baguette in sight, although we did pass Mont Blanc farm!! This leg was punctuated by a close encounter
with a koala and its baby (very cute ) and a drive by and wave from old Dave and his dog in his old car with the exhaust
falling off. Not registered of course as you don’t need to do that on French Island where there are no gendarmes

Next a Northwards leg with more koalas, a couple of Cape Barren geese and Pink Heath.
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Then we swing West towards along a fire break to The Pinnacles and its tower ( a big trig point ) rising a massive 60m
above sea level. This gave us expansive views to the West towards Hastings and a nice sunny spot for lunch. No
climbing the tower/trig point as the rusted panels would no doubt fall off with you still clinging on to them.

Further west we pass The Punt (a swamp ) and Pobblebonk Swamp to the noisy calls of hundreds of Pobblebonk frogs. .
There were no takers for a walk in the (1.5m high ) reeds to get a better look at the frogs !
Finally, we reach the western Coast Road which is our route back to the ferry. The birdwatching tally was now 16
different species according to our resident twitcher.
A nice path a little back from the road makes for softer walking for a
while until the lead walkers encounter two small snakes in approx. 200
meters. Suddenly the road looks like a nicer place to walk for a few
people.
Soon we are back on the pier bidding Adieu and riding the ferry back to
Stoney Point.
Thanks to a brand-new member, a potential new member, a couple of
ring ins and all the usual crew for a pleasant exploration of French Island

I must now go and watch the ABC Backroads documentary on French Island so I know what we all missed.

John T.
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O’Shannassy Weir and Aqueduct Day Walk 28th August 2022
Having had to cancel a ski day at Lake Mountain for operational reasons, I decided to change it to a weird day walk
instead – that is the O’Shannassy Weir, with a stroll along the aqueduct thrown in for good measure.
There were 4 participants, including the leader –
a women’s affirmative action group. But the day
did start a bit weird when the 3 in the carpool
heading up to meet at the start of the walk
inadvertently decided to cut the walk very, very
short by going straight to the end of the walk
instead of the start.
Now I’ve heard of taking a bit of a short cut but
come on – bypassing the walk altogether is a bit
much! I was a bit nonplussed getting the phone
call saying,” We’re here, but where are you?
You’re green Suzuki is here but you’re not.” (I
had left my car at the end of the walk for the car
shuffle.)
It is now apparent why I never use GPS for car navigation opting for the good old Melways any day. Having mentioned
the walk was starting where ‘Road One’ intersects with the Woods Point Road, the driver having input ‘Road One’ into the
SatNav implicitly trusted it would take them to the right starting point. Little did they know that Melbourne Water in its
wisdom named two access tracks ‘Road One’ around the area, one also running from Acheron Gap to Cement Creek Road
– the finishing point for our walk. It’s Murphy’s Law that the SatNav would pick the wrong one. Only trust your own
navigational instincts and the map I say.
We started out at the muddy flooded Yarra River, at the point where the O’Shannassy River runs into it. It was surprising
how clean and clear the O’Shannassy River water was compared to the Yarra, obviously flowing down from the snowmelt
off the Yarra Ranges. It was a pity that the first couple of kilometres of the track was not as clean as the river. Parks
Victoria had been doing some clearing to create a firebreak using what used to be a nice bushwalking track. It is now a
muddy quagmire giving some exercise in bog hopping.
After 5 kms we reached the old diversion weir
and the start of the disused O’Shannassy
Aqueduct. The water flowing over the weir was
in full flood providing a spectacular vantage spot
for morning tea below a giant Redwood Tree –
Sequoia sempervirens - planted at some time by
Melbourne Water.
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We then strolled west along the trail following the now disused and overgrown, aqueduct. We called it the fallen tree
walk. Recent storms have brought many trees, mostly Wattles, down over the track giving us some added exercise in log
hopping. So maybe we should have named the whole walk” The bog – log
hopping walk”.
We stopped for lunch at a grassy bend next the aqueduct giving our visitor an
introduction to The Leech, completing the walk at 3pm at Cement Creek Rd – not
resisting the temptation to say, “Do you get that déjà vu feeling we’ve been here
before?”. The official map total for distance walked was 13 kms.
The debated Fit Bit GPS distance walked was anywhere between 16-20 kms. The
eternal question still is – Do we trust the GPS?
Heather Walker
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Mordialloc Loop Walk Sat 3rd September
A select group of 5 set off from the Carrum Lowlands carpark for a long walk.
We started on the Longbeach trail, which took us to Patterson River Here we encountered our first “hill”
approx. 25 metres long, we joined the Patterson River trail down to the beach at Carrum, where we sat in the
sun for a short break.
A walk along the beach on mainly firm sand took us past some flash looking houses, many bathing boxes,
lots of washed-up octopuses and sprinkling of Life Saving Clubs. There were many dog walkers, but no
swimmers or any kind of watercraft. One of our members had previously decided that the walk would be
too long, so departed at Edithvale Life Saving Club, returning to the car along Edithvale Road.
The remaining 4 continued along the beach to Mordialloc for lunch, we sat overlooking the beach until the
wind rose a bit when we decided it was time to move on. We crossed under the Nepean Highway and under
the railway line to walk beside Mordialloc Creek which we crossed to join the Longbeach trail again.
We branched off this with the idea of taking a closer look at the Edithvale wetlands. The distance by now was
18km, so we took the quicker way back to the cars making a total distance of about 19km.
It was a perfect day for walking, cool, but with plenty of sunshine. Gerry
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Adam’s Creek Conservation Reserve, Nyora 18th September
For some of the newer members
on this walk the ‘A’ in Adam’s Creek
Conservation Reserve stood for
adventure, calling on some faith in
following their illustrious leader
into the unknown. It started at
6:30am when one member, looking
out the window at the pouring rain,
sent me a txt concerned about the
Melbourne weather forecast of
heavy rain, hail, and
thunderstorms.
Are we still going ahead with the
walk? No doubt putting my life on
the line, I conveyed my unwavering
faith in the BOM MetEye forecast
showing a 50% chance of NO Rain
over Nyora. Pretty good odds I felt,
but being the cautious leader
hedged my bet by emphasising
‘bring a raincoat just in case we
encountered the other 50%
forecast of light drizzle’.
Then there was the car park where the less adventurous small-car drivers took one look at the ditch, took my forewarned advice, and
parked on the roadside instead. I was bemused though when one in a very large 4WD got out after driving over the ditch into the car
park and asked me “So, where is this ditch you were talking about?” I guess size really does matter in the scheme of things.
The walk started at 9:30am in grey, but dry, weather with a ‘lucky’ 13 (including a visitor) heading north into the reserve along Hookers
Track. Then heading east, we followed the reserve’s boundary track with a local quarry, all the while stopping to admire the numerous
wildflowers out in abundance – the bright yellow pea flowers of the Showy Bossiaea (see Anna’s photo
attached!), the iridescent blue of the Dampiera,

the red, pinks & white of the Common Heath

and the delicate pink bells of

the Tetratheca, among many others.

The tracks were all very sandy as Adam’s Creek Conservation Reserve is in the Southeast sand-belt area – hence the quarries. But,
although relatively flat, the reserve is also criss-crossed with numerous gullies and dips pockmarked by horses, and with recent rains
there were plenty of boggy spots across the wide tracks. This called for some adventurous and creative sidling around the edges, testing
member’s balance and wit least one end up decorating their boots with black mud.
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Following another track north, then west parallel to the discontinued and abandoned Gippsland rail line – this section once running
between Cranbourne and Nyora – we stopped for morning tea before spotting numerous patches of Nodding Greenhood orchids.
Derrières were raised in unison as the budding flora photographers took to their knees for that perfect closeup shot. Then the weather god decided we’d had enough of our 50% of no rain and sprinkled on the other
50% of on-again, off-again drizzle just for some balance. Then we came across a couple of rare ‘plants’ that
raised a few smiles – the Adam’s Creek Carrot Flower Carrotus lonelious and
the Adam’s Creek Egg Plant Ovum crackedee.
We took a sidetrack to view the overgrown and rusted old rail line taking
a group shot of our motley railway gang excited and keen on our next
adventure – which wasn’t far off.
When the leader was quizzed on where the Adam’s Creek resided, she
again put her life on the line deciding the group was up to the challenge
of a short 50 metre off-track
walk through the scrub to find the creek. We found it snaking
its way through the reserve to join the Lang Lang Creek and out
to Westernport, its waters dark with tannins and banks eroded
high up into the rich humus soil.
Dodging around more boggy sections we took a narrow
bushwalking track into the western half of the reserve, stopping
for a 50-50 lunch beside a fallen tree log.
The 50-50 being 50% dry lunch and 50% wet
lunch, 50% standing, 50% sitting. That
weather god sure was hedging their bets too.

After scaling the second of only two slight
rises in the park we descended past the
noise coming from the operating Bass Gas
Plant adjacent to the reserve.
Then we decided on an extra detour along
a track to a tranquil reed-lined billabong, keeping our eyes peeled to the track spotting
purple Wax-lip Orchids and green Bird Orchids along the way.
We ended what was a thoroughly enjoyable day with an enjoyable afternoon tea at the
Caldermeade Dairy Café - the prophesised meteorological cataclysm only materialising
during the drive home for some.
Heather Walker Leader

The TUCANS wishing you well!
Sorry, not the ones you were thinking…
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